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Presentation Notes
HelloLila LevinsonGRID LabDr. OjemannThis talkSimultaneously capturedConnections btwn brain and muscleNo data set like this published onHopes: gain insight into brain control of mvmtPique interest:Changing title: How does the brain control complex movements?When talking: talk addresses connection brain signal and muscle signals, which for the first time in literature we were able to capture at the same time – and here are what we found



Electrocorticography (ECoG)

http://www.rcsed.ac.uk/RCSEDBackIssues/journal/vol47_5/47500001.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroECoG techniqueRecords brain sigs from inside the skull in humansGroundingLike methods that measure brain waves outside skull exceptStronger and more localized sigMore freqsNew info about fast, complex changesLike those assd with mvmtTechnique that allows us to capture brain signals directly from inside the skull, by placing electrodes there. This is similar to brain waves, but we are able to get much stronger signals that tell us more revealing ways of how movement might work in the brain, because it gives us access to brainwave frequencies that we normally can’t get.This gives us a literal window to the brain to study complicated, very fast brain changes



How does the brain control 
movement?

https://rcc.uchicago.edu/about-rcc/news-features/visualizing-brains-hardware Kai Miller et al, 2008

• Working with Kat Steele’s lab to calculate synergies
• which muscles activate together?
• when do they activate?
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Presentation Notes
IntroECoG is an important technique bc we know so littleAmong the things we do knowVaguely, dif brain regions control mvmt in diff parts of the bodyFIGURE RDetermined from damage studiesImpreciseAccess to ECoG gives us more infoFIGURE LActivity inc in high freqs during mvmt comp to restWhat we don’t know—many detailsHow mvmt is translated from thought to implementationTimeline over which this occursInc stages of mvmtPlanningHoldWhat “language” the brain uses to comm w musclesIndividual?Muscle synergies—groups of muscles that activate togEx. When moving back, biceps act a little and for flex moreSome other way?Very little understanding of how movement works.Even decades ago, we had a vague understanding of the brain regions roughly responsible for different movements. We know these because of lesion studies – people have damage in their brains in a particular area, then they lose function, then we know it’s roughly correlated with function. But that’s like taking chunks out of your car to vaguely see what stops moving – it’s a very inexact science, and doesn’t answer most important questions.Details are obscured to us. For example, how do we convert thoughts and goals and intentions to final movements? What is the difference between imagining moving and actually moving? Since we were able to access ECoG – we know (Kai’s stuff) – high frequency band changes 70-100



Experiment Background

• Strips patient with left 
parietal coverage

• 16 EMG electrodes 
covering 8 muscles

• 6 directions: up, down, 
right, left, forward, 
back

James Wu
http://www.wpclipart.com/medical/anatomy/muscle/arm_muscles_labeled.png.html
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IntroWith questions like these in mind, an exp was createdTask—pushing/pulling in 6 dirs on stationary joystickWhile this was going onBrain (ECoG) FIGURE RMuscleForceMy project—investigate a series of questions with the dataset, incDoes brain sig correlate well with muscles? Syns?Does brain sig explain the var in force mag btwn trials?Does brain sig lag behind muscles or vis versa w any patternsCan a computer predict which direction the person was pushing/pulling from brain sig?Set out to answer these questions—some of what I foundWe created an experiment – we recorded from 32 electrodes implanted on top of the brain, while we also captured muscle signals.We wanted to answer the questions:------



ECoG and EMG
• Background around 0 

correlation
• Areas of higher 

correlation centered 
around electrodes 
over MC

• Somatotopically
aligned with 
expected arm control 
(relative to hand 
control)
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Presentation Notes
IntroFIGUREY is brain electrodesX is muscle electrodesColor of square is how similar the brain/muscle pair isMore red  more simMore blue  more dissimWhat you seeAreas of high corr—those brain regions are active as those muscles moveBackground of insig corrWithin high corr, foci of corrWhat it potentially meansThere are areas of the brain responsible for controlling certain arm muscles but not othersAlignment with motor mappingPromising findings—contd analysis



ECoG and Synergies
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IntroNow that we saw that certain brain regions are active as certain muscles are movingIs there a better mode of comm—”language”—to desc control?Specifically synergies—the muscle groups—Kat Steele’s labWhat you see—complicated axes, but essentiallyUnlike on the last slide, no background of 0Less clear fociWhat it meansThe methods of data processing that are currently being used to calc syns don’t seem to explain comm easilyWe don’t see a simple “natural language” yetSo you saw in the previous slide that many brain parts are lighting up while different muscles are moving. We asked the question: does the brain speak a “language” consisting of “sets of muslces?” Currently we do not see any simple ways of breaking down muscle combinations in a way that the brain naturally understands. In other words, we were curently not able to find such a “natural muscle language”, if one exists, using a limited set of data processing methods.



Machine Learning
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IntroYet we still think that we are seeing some form of controlCan a computer detect a “language” of control on its own w out our help sensing patterns?Machine learningComp sci fieldSee if comp can predict dir from info about brain sigsTried many combos of infoWhat I foundFIGURE shows results of one info comboY axis is % corrDirs and tot along X axisRed line is chanceComp predicted some dirs @ higher than chance rate—extractable infoNot yet good enough success to power a prostheticDiff combos succeed at diff dirs, possibility of finding the right comboOne last thing we tried was to see if computers can learn to interpret the “natural muscle language of the brain” all by itself. We turned to a field of techniques in computer science called machine learning, in order to see if a computer can automatically make sense of these brain signals. What we found …



Conclusions
• Specific brain regions appear to align well with specific 

muscles
• We haven’t seen good evidence for muscle control from the 

brain with muscle groups
• The computer is able to extract information from ECoG but 

not yet enough to power a prosthetic—potentially with more 
investigation
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IntroSo to recap conclusionsThere are brain regions active during certain muscle mvmts, pot implying controlHaven’t been able to clearly dem syns in brain sigsMachine learning is extracting somethingFutureBetter machine learning  more prostheticsColl more dataUnderstanding mvmt
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